Throughput and performance are the major constraints in designing system level models. As vector processor used deeply pipelined functional unit, the operation on elements of vector was performed concurrently. It means the elements were processed one by one. Improvement can be made in vector processing by incorporating parallelism in execution of these concurrent operations so that these operations can be performed simultaneously. This paper presents a design and implementation of SIMD-Vector processor that implements this parallelism on short vectors having 4 words. The operation on these words is performed simultaneously i.e. the operation on these words is performed in one cycle. This reduces the clock cycles per instruction (CPI). To implement parallelism in vector processing requires parallel issue and execution of vector instructions. Vector processor operates on a vector and superscalar processor issues multiple instructions at a time. This means parallel pipelines are implemented and then made these to support vector data. SIMD-Vector processor will operate on short vector say 4 words vector in a superscalar fashion i.e. 4 words will be fetched at a time and then executed in parallel. This requires redundant functional units e.g. if addition is to be performed on two vectors multiple adders are needed. We have designed the architecture of SIMD type Vector processor. All the designing parameters are explained.
INTRODUCTION
Parallel processing is the need of today's architectures. Parallel processing reduces the execution time taken by any program. The execution time taken by any program is determined by three factors: First, the number of instructions executed. Second, number of clock cycles needed to execute each instruction and the third is the length of each clock cycle. Here we shall try to reduce the number of clock cycles by introducing a new processor named SIMD type of vector processor. Superscalar and VLIW architectures improve the performance by reducing the Cycles Per Instruction (CPI). This architecture take the advantages of superscalar processor as well as vector processor. SIMD-Vector architecture supports In-order issue with out-oforder completion. All the vector instructions are issued in-order and kept in Instruction cache. After checking the structural and data hazard all the vector instructions are executed in out-oforder sequence. Reorder buffer is used to write the output inorder. Hence we get the correct output sequence.
Technology is changing rapidly and significantly in past few years. For microprocessor technologies multimedia applications are the main stream computing. In this scenario we can improve the performance of the processor by exploiting data level parallelism (DLP) and instruction level parallelism (ILP). To exploit DLP, instructions are executed in single instruction multiple data (SIMD) fashion. We adopt the SIMD processors into general purpose processors [2] . Multimedia processors has a lot of inherent parallelism so it can be easily exploited by SIMD instructions at low cost and energy overhead.
Here we can see a lot of superior theoretic performance. But practically it is not possible due to some limitations. If we add more processing unit into our SIMD-Vector architecture then it sufficiently increase the hardware cost as well as complexity of the processor. So as a result we worked on short vector. SIMDVector architecture supports the instructions of vector length 4. In this architecture we assume that all the instructions are vector and should be of the length of four. This architecture has 4 execution units. All the four vector elements are processed on four different processing units. This execution is performed parallel in one clock cycle. Hence we can reduce the clock cycles to perform multimedia applications. To reduce the complexity of the system chaining is not used to improve the performance of vector processing. If some instructions have the vector length less than four then available vector elements are sent to execution engines and remaining are circuited to ground. Short vector implementation introduces large parallelization overhead such as loop handling and address generation [1] . There are many examples of SIMD processors such as IBM's VMX, AMD's 3D Now!, Intel's SSE and Motorola's Altivec. In these processors we can embed vector processing with taking the advantage of 4 way superscalar processor.
The SIMD-Vector architecture brings new levels of performance and energy efficiency. Organization of paper is as follows. In section 2 the motivations of this work is introduced. Section 3 describes the SIMD-Vector architecture. SIMD-Vector is compared with other conventional vector architecture in section 4. Then the evaluation result is shown in section 5. Section 6 describes the conclusion of whole work. Finally section 7 gives the future work.
MOTIVATION
A vector ISA packages multiple homogeneous, independent operations into a single short instruction which results into a compact code. The code is compact because a single short vector instruction can describe N operation. This reduces instruction bandwidth requirements.
Reduction in instruction bandwidth: A single vector instruction comprises of N operations thereby reducing the instruction bandwidth. In the proposed scheme throughput and performance can be enhanced by introducing parallelism. It can be done by incorporating superscalar issue in vector processing. 
SIMD TYPE VECTOR PROCESSOR
In this section we describe the architecture of SIMD-Vector processor, pipelining and working of proposed architecture.
Proposed Architecture
In proposed architecture SIMD unit is the functional unit to perform the vector operations. It is similar as conventional SIMD unit. Architectural overview of proposed scheme is given in Figure 1 . For a given set of vector operations each time SIMD unit executes one vector instruction at a time concurrently as vector instruction has four vector element only. To handle the long vector operations we need the smart compiler for vectorizing the instructions. All the vectorized instructions should be of length 4. We add a additional unit called vector code cache (VCC) to handle the long vector operations. We restrict the size of VCCache to 1 KB that can store 256 operations of 32 bit instruction encoding that is enough for most of the multimedia applications. Loop controller generates the loop control signal to complete long vector operations with keeping in mind that 4 operation can be done in one clock cycle. It is very tedious to provide the memory location to all the vector element using conventional memory system. To support the strided memory location to vector elements we need an address generator unit [3] . This address generator unit is connected to vector register file and memory via load-store unit. And all remaining units are as conventional with standard meaning. Figure 2 shows the SIMD unit having 4 execution units that can execute 4 operations in parallel in one clock cycle. 
Pipelining In SIMD Type Vector processor
In Figure 3 it is shown that how pipeline technology is exploited in SIMD-Vector architecture. At x axis clock cycle is plotted and y axis vector instructions (VI) are shown. Five stage pipelines are shown in Figure 3 . By seeing pipeline structure it is easily understood there are four functional unit that can be operated simultaneously on 4 vector element in one clock cycle. 
Working Of SIMD Type Vector Processor
In SIMD-Vector, superscalar implementation is converted to support vector data instead of scalar data. To implement parallel operations on vector redundant functional units are needed. SIMD-Vector behavior is shown in figure 4. 
COMPARISON WITH OTHER ARCHITECTURE
In this section we have compared SIMD-Vector architecture with SIMD extensions and vector architecture. Proposed architecture take the advantages of SIMD as well as vector processors. The width of SIMD-Vector VRF file is much smaller than vector architecture implemented in recent single chip processors [5, 6] . 
EVALUATION
By using proposed SIMD-Vector architecture we can enhance the performance of the system. We have analyzed instruction counts on many multimedia operations like fast fourier transform, matrix multiplication, finite impulse response filter infinite impulse response filter using scalar, SIMD and SIMDVector architecture. Response of the analysis is shown n the figure 5. This figure completely shows that when we use SIMDVector architecture number of instructions are fairly less. 
CONCLUSION
SIMD-Vector processor implements parallelisms on shorts vector having four words. The operation on these words is performed simultaneously i.e. the operation on these words is performed in one cycle. This reduces the clock cycles per instruction (CPI). The parallelism in vector processing requires superscalar issue of vector instructions. Above paper gives the architecture of proposed processor that can be exploited in many multimedia applications.
FUTURE WORK
In the future, the parallelism in operation can be enhanced to support longer vectors having more words. This leads to an increase in the hardware as more parallelism requires more functional units.
